
Extending your datacenter to the cloud and 
managing Azure Stack HCI hosts, virtual 
machines (VMs), and Azure resources.
Managing to compute, networking and 

storage in a single solution by Azure.
Ability use Azure Kubernetes Service 

anywhere with Azure Stack HCI.
Providing an enterprise grade, highly 
scalable, and highly performant HCI 

environment enabled with best of breed 
cloud solutions from Azure.

Simplifying operations and organizations.
Contact Albars now for your cloud journey 

as flexible and safety.

1. Planning phase

Together with customer IT Team we will analyze existing IT 

infrastructure, Apps, and other services as candidates to be a part of 

Proof-of-Concept project.

2. Design phase 

During this phase together with customer IT Team we will design Azure 

HCI solution Proof of Concept architecture and Implementation steps. 

Focusing on the best implementation for your bussiness.

3. Implementation phase

This phase is focused on Azure HCI Proof of Concept Implementation. 
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Azure HCI Plan, design and deployment, 4 - Wk Proof of Concept 

Plan, design and implement Azure HCI Proof of Concept (PoC) together with ALBARS to 

use Azure Stack HCI supported scenarios for improving your existing IT on-premises 

compute and storage capacity and prepare for the future rollouts. 

ALBARS is developing innovative IT 

solutions, according to specific customer 

needs/requirements and scope. We provide 

tailored future-proofed solutions for your 

organization’s requirements.

Cloud migration is offering many technical options, but in many cases, based on the 

location and specific policies and regulations data cannot be stored in the cloud. It also 

applies for outdated systems that cannot be migrated to the cloud. In any specific 

scenario there is a way to choose a hybrid approach. It will benefit you with the cloud 

services and security improvement of the local storage. ALBARS offers only 4-week proof 

of concept, which includes planning and design, remote deployment and trainings and 
post-deployment support for Azure Stack HCI production workloads.


